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for “aligns” in this overview.
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The synonyms of “Aligns” are: adjust, aline, line up, array, coordinate, ordinate

Aligns as a Verb

Definitions of "Aligns" as a verb

According to the Oxford Dictionary of English, “aligns” as a verb can have the following
definitions:

Place in a line or arrange so as to be parallel or straight.
Align oneself with a group or a way of thinking.
Be or come into adjustment with.
Bring (components or parts) into proper or desirable coordination correlation.

https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780199571123.001.0001/acref-9780199571123
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Synonyms of "Aligns" as a verb (6 Words)

adjust Place in a line or arrange so as to be parallel or straight.
His eyes had adjusted to semi darkness.

aline Place in a line or arrange so as to be parallel or straight.

array Dress someone in (the clothes specified.
They were arrayed in Hungarian national dress.

coordinate Form a coordinate bond to an atom or molecule.
These activities coordinate well.

line up Fill plentifully.

ordinate Bring (components or parts) into proper or desirable coordination correlation.
Ordinate similar parts.

https://grammartop.com/aline-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/array-synonyms
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Usage Examples of "Aligns" as a verb

Align the wheels of my car.
Align the sheets of paper on the table.
Align the car with the curb.

Associations of "Aligns" (30 Words)

adapt Adapt or conform oneself to new or different conditions.
A large organization can be slow to adapt to change.

adjust Decide how much is to be paid on an insurance claim.
A single control adjusts the water flow.

aligned In a straight line.
Pearly teeth evenly aligned.

alongside Side by side.

https://grammartop.com/adapt-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/alongside-synonyms
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arrange Make arrangements for.
Arrange my schedule.

array An indexed set of related elements.
A bewildering array of choices.

battalion
An army unit usually consisting of a headquarters and three or more
companies.
A battalion of ants.

brigade Form or unite into a brigade.
He commanded a brigade of 3 000 men.

configuration
Any spatial attributes (especially as defined by outline.
The PC comes with a removable hard disk drive as part of the standard
configuration.

contour Form the contours of.
The figure shows contours of 21 cm line emission of atomic hydrogen.

coordinate Form a coordinate bond to an atom or molecule.
The sodium atom is coordinated to two oxygen atoms.

deploy (of troops) move into position for military action.
The air force began to deploy forward.

elongate Long in relation to width elongated.
The pup s globular body slowly elongates.

horizontally In a horizontal position or direction.
Labels are placed horizontally on the cases.

line Mark or cover with lines.
Lines of communication were set up between the two firms.

lineation The act of marking or outlining with lines.
Magnetic lineations.

longitudinal Of or relating to lines of longitude.
A longitudinal study of ten patients.

matrix The cultural, social, or political environment in which something develops.
Such fossils will often be partly concealed by matrix.

order A thing made supplied or served as a result of an order.
The British ships dropped anchor and waited for orders from London.

ordering Logical or comprehensible arrangement of separate elements.
There were mistakes in the ordering of items on the list.

organize Bring order and organization to.
Organize a strike.

https://grammartop.com/arrange-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/array-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/brigade-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/configuration-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/matrix-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/organize-synonyms
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oriented
Adjusted or located in relation to surroundings or circumstances;
sometimes used in combination.
The house had its large windows oriented toward the ocean view.

parallel One of a set of parallel geometric figures parallel lines or planes.
Parallel processing.

perpendicular Perpendicular position or direction.
Dormers and gables that extend perpendicular to the main roofline.

plumb Conforming to the direction of a plumb line.
The tower of Pisa is far out of plumb.

relocation
The transportation of people (as a family or colony) to a new settlement (as
after an upheaval of some kind.
The planned relocation of national headquarters to Warwickshire.

setup An act that incriminates someone on a false charge.
It takes time to learn the setup around here.

temporary A worker especially in an office hired on a temporary basis.
Temporary housing.

vertical A vertical structural member as a post or stake.
Keep your back vertical.

vertically
At right angles to a horizontal plane; aligned in such a way that the top is
directly above the bottom.
Vertically integrated companies.

https://grammartop.com/parallel-synonyms
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